
Behind every great teacher 
is a great touchscreen. 

The CTOUCH Riva 2 is that 
touchscreen. 

Engage and inspire students 
with our all-purpose, intuitive 

education technology tool. 
Make your lessons come alive! 

PRODUCT INFO

ctouch.eu
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All good things come in twos

 a The best handwriting experience, hands down

To achieve the most accurate handwriting experience, Riva R2 and D2 combine zero air gap 

with the unique TrueBeam Touch+ technology. Want to keep your touchscreen squeaky 

clean, lesson after lesson? The Triple S Glass on the Riva R2 is your friend. 

 a Enjoy crisp audio in all corners of the classroom   

Whether it’s watching a film with your students or having a pupil join classes remotely, the 

powerful speakers will ensure the sound easily reaches even the farthest corner of the 

classroom. 

 a ESharing is caring

Inviting up to 50 students to join a teaching session has never been easier, thanks to the 

pre-installed full licensed version of EShare on both Riva R2 and Riva D2. Pupils can instantly 

share their Windows, Android or Apple device wirelessly to the touchscreen. 

 a Save Watts and Watts of money

Schools are not made of money. To combat high energy prices, both R2 and D2 have low 

energy consumption – in fact, one of the lowest in the market! Furthermore, CTOUCH Riva 

R2 comes equipped with smart on/off. This technology causes the touchscreen to only use 

energy when really needed. R2 starts up when someone enters the classroom and shuts 

down when no person is detected for a period of time.

 a Enjoy Riva R2 and D2 for a lifetime with Heartbeat Safe – free for 1 year! 

Want to enjoy your touchscreen as long as possible? Simply enroll in the CTOUCH Heartbeat 

As-A-Service programme to receive a lifetime of security and functionality updates and 

access to remote management tools and trainings. At the end of its lifetime, we will 

repurpose the touchscreen. They even come with 1 year Heartbeat Safe for free! 

PRODUCT INFO
CTOUCH RIVA 2

The CTOUCH Riva 2 is available in two models: the CTOUCH Riva R2 and the CTOUCH Riva D2. 

The CTOUCH Riva R2 is a state-of-the-art education technology solution, the perfect companion 

to the most modern of classrooms. The CTOUCH Riva D2 is the best choice for schools looking 

for a cost-effective teaching tool. 

The teacher-friendly touchscreens offer a smooth writing experience, rich sound and the 

compatibility to run all different brands of teaching software. Both models are enrollable in 

the CTOUCH Heartbeat As-A-Service programme, providing a lifetime of safe and supported 

touchscreen usage. So that leaves you with just one choice: do you want the best or the very 

best? You decide. 
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FEATURES RIVA R2 RIVA D2

Video input (digital) 2x USB-C with 1x 100W charging 2x USB-C with 1x Front USB-C with 65W charging

Video output (digital) 1x HDMI-out, 1x USB-C out 1x HDMI-out

Touch system TrueBeam Touch+ TrueBeam Touch+

Glass type Zero air gap. Triple S glass (Smooth, Stripeless, Safety glass) Zero air gap. Anti glare Safety glass

Wi-Fi Built-in WiFi 6 Built-in WiFi 6

Microphone Built-in 4 array microphone Built-in 4 array microphone

Sound transducers 80W JBL® immersive audio 50W audio

COStm system version Android 12 (with future Android upgrades for security)
8 Core High Performance CPU, RAM 8GB/64GB Storage

Android 11 (with future Android upgrades for security)
4 Core High Performance CPU, RAM 4GB/32GB Storage

Energy saving measures Eco mode (default) & smart on/off Eco mode (default)

Optional modules Optional modules possible: Fingerprint scanner, NFC Reader No optional modules possible

Sizes Available in 55”, 65”, 75”, 86” Available in 65”, 75”, 86”

Accessories included USB-C cable, HDMI cable, Touch out cable HDMI cable, Touch out cable


